
M&A activity continues  
with more expected

�� AIG/Validus

�� XL-Catlin/AXA

�� Talanx AG (parent company of both 
Hannover-Re and HDI) reorganising  
their specialty offering

�� AXIS-Aviabel

Frequency and severity  
of losses exceeding  
2017 levels*

�� 299 fatalities at time of publication

�� 5 fatal accidents

�� 0 fatal accidents for commercial passenger 
jet aircraft in 2017

*Further details of individual losses overleaf

Continued scrutiny of aviation 
underwriting portfolios

�� Aviation market capacity withdrawal:  
Hiscox Q1, Berkley Q2

�� Brit and MSAmlin have reduced team size 
to improve cost efficiencies

�� PICC demonstrating a new proactive 
approach to their airline portfolio

2017 Lloyd’s results  
showed heavy losses

�� 2016: aggregated market pre-tax  
profit of £2.1bn

�� 2017: aggregated market pre-tax  
loss of £2bn

�� Combined ratio of 114%

�� Gross written premium of £33.6bn  
likely to increase in reaction 

Hull War market showing  
definitive upward movement

�� Introduction of new MGA Hive Aero 
increases available capacity without 
affecting market trend for increased rates

�� Poor facility performance continues to 
restrict automatic lineslip capacity. 

�� Negligible profit for Hull War market in  
2017 despite investors calling for change

�� Premiums still widely regarded as 
insufficient to support the market

�� Underlying rating levels increasing

Long-term partnerships  
delivering value

�� Positive differentiation for airlines with 
procurement strategies sympathetic to 
market dynamics

�� Tougher trading environment for  
commodity purchasers

�� Greater focus on insurer security, longevity 
and claims payment performance

�� Underwriter priority is on profitability   
with less focus on market share and 
premium income

�� Contraction in vertical pricing continues

Airline  
market review
2018 Mid year  
commentary

Typical market experience

�� Renewals with flat or increased rating 
dependent on exposure growth
�� Minimal rate discounting
�� Variable appetite
�� More focus on operational environment
�� Vertical pricing contracting

�� Limits USD 750m to USD 1.25bn
�� Modest exposure growth
�� Mixed W/B and N/B fleet
�� Recovering from loss penalties
�� Good loss record
�� Profitable to insurers

Stable outlook

Typical market experience

�� Rate increases
�� Limited competitive capacity
�� Perceived as under-priced
�� Attracts increasing negative focus
�� Reduced will to compete for share
�� Significant vertical pricing contraction

�� Large limits greater than USD 1.25bn
�� Large W/B exposures
�� Hull values above USD 200m
�� Limited growth
�� Adverse loss ratio
�� History of attritional losses

Negative outlook

Typical market experience

�� Excess capacity enhancing competition
�� Rate reductions possible with growth
�� Competition for income and market share
�� Vertical pricing more stable but still closing

�� USD 750m liability limits  
and below
�� High exposure growth
�� N/B aircraft fleet
�� Low claims activity
�� Minimal attritional claims

Positive outlook

Market snapshot



2018 Major airline losses

2018 loss information
Operator Location Aircraft Fatalities

Saratov Airlines Saratov, Russia AN 148 71

US-Bangla Airlines Dhaka, Bangladesh DHC 8 51

Pegasus Airlines Istanbul, Turkey 737-800 nil

Onur Air Istanbul, Turkey A300 - 200 nil

Asiana Airlines Seoul, South Korea A330 nil

Cubana de Aviación/Global Air Havana, Cuba 737-201 112

Iran Aseman Airlines Tehran, Iran ATR 72 66

Southwest Airlines Dallas, Texas 737-800 1

Saudia Jeddah, Saudi Arabia A330-200 nil

Alpha Star Aviation Riyadh, Saudi Arabia A320 nil

Asiana Airlines Seoul, South Korea A350-900 nil

Royal Air Maroc Casablanca, Morocco ATR 72 nil

Horizon Seattle, U.S. Dash 8 Q400 nil

Xiamen Airlines Xiamen, China B737-800 nil

*Source: Aviation Safety Network statistics 2018
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2017 Commercial jet aircraft: Nil fatalities
2018 Commercial jet aircraft: 301 fatalities to date Assess the 

impact of 
your loyalty 
programme

Increased 
understanding 
of customer 
behaviour

Drive revenue

Maximise 
customer  
lifetime value

LoyaltyAdvisorTM: The benefits and how we deliver them

Accounting   
We support you in predicting where to 
account for the issued point liability with 
better accuracy

Marketing   
Leverage our member level analysis  
to create campaigns that target 
your most profitable point holder 
demographic

Finance  
Our tool supports 
strategic business 
decisions by  
providing better 
foundation 
knowledge

LoyaltyAdvisor™ delivers: 

Willis Towers Watson industry focus: 
LoyaltyAdvisor™

Longer-term behavioural 
analysis

A bespoke and flexible offering Granular member  
level analysis 

Predictive modelling to 
understand the financial impact 
of programme changes

Historical programme 
change analysis

Live dashboards with emerging 
trends to monitor the  impact of 
recent programme changes
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Maximise 
customer 
engagement  
and retention

Willis Towers Watson Global Aerospace prides itself in looking beyond the scope of 
the insurance transaction to contemplate and address a much broader spectrum of 
risk that airlines typically face in their day-to-day operations. One example of this is 
LoyaltyAdvisor™, which is applies actuarial science to your loyalty programme data.
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